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About This Game

You are the beginning of everything. Perhaps you are a cell, perhaps a microorganism or a bacterium. Who you are?
Choose your way from the bacteria to a reasonable subspecies.

Eat enemies, beware of those who are more than you.
Develop your abilities, change your appearance and characteristics, in order to survive.

Only you can become a rational being.

-------------------------------------------------- ---

Is waiting for you:

- Several modes in the game: Evolution, Company.
- 20 game levels infested with evil enemies

- Large selection of customization
- There are many bosses and enemies that will require you to snap and dexterity.
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Title: Bio Soup
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Release Date: 27 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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Yeah, this is just NOT fun... Nothing like the games it claims it is inspired from... refund .... It's a bit short, but the story is
great. Wouldn't buy it for full price though I feel it's to short for that price tag.. LEVEL ONE. GAME OVER.
LEVEL ONE. GAME OVER.
LEVEL ONE. GAME OVER.
...
LEVEL ONE. GAME OVER.
ACHIEVEMENT UNLOCKED, LEVEL ONE.. Having used this I like the layout, but the issues I have had (brush lag, no view
manipulator, and that this was released with these issues.) make this software well not worth the price. After some more time in
the QA department maybe but until then if you are looking for an improvement over 'comicado' look elsewhere.. Worst game
ever...so boring, not fun, not worth spending money on at all!!!
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Well, it's got music that is too hyped up for a game where you can walk out and do something for several hours. It often seems
to have rendering problems or just straight up crashes if you have a second monitor. The third PC I have tried to play it on is
much more stable, but could not tell you why (it still crashes though). I find it very odd something that has so little to render has
a problem with simple tasks. As far as RPGs go, Rivel may be the most faceless character Square has come up with yet.

Don't worry about the story. I don't get it either. At least not three levels in, which is as far as I seem to get without giving up on
the crashing.. It's a fun concept: fighting monsters with Bejeweled-style minigames. And it's exactuted alright. But after two
hours I was already starting to lose interest, and it crashed twice in that time. Some kind of windowed mode would have also
been appreciated. Seems like it would be an alright game but the port is pretty bad.. Lots of bugs, many that are game breaking.
Glitchy UI. Tedious officer management.

I finally gave up when I became stuck on a story mission that couldn't be completed due to yet another bug.

I had to check twice that this wasn't an early access.

Although this title was moderately interesting at first, at no time was it fun. The more I played it, the more I hated it.

What could have been a fun game was very poorly executed and from the looks....it was released way early.

Oh and on a side note, if you're one of those people that likes to do achievments, about 75% of those are broken as well.. I enjoy
this game, as it combines simplicity of rules (turn-based roguelike, with one click one kill, and no equipment) with a complex
geometry (hyperbolic space) and variety of enemies, lands, local rules etc. Especially the curved space makes one's mind... wrap
(after playing it for a few hours in a row, my perception and brain gets messed... in an good way :)).

Each lands has a (very) different set of rules. And part of the game is to discover what they are... sometimes by dying.

It takes no time to start and each game takes typically a few minutes to an hour or so: it does not need to be a long commitment.

I reccomend it wholeheartedly!. The best ad for an analytics package I've ever played.
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